Imagery Verbal Processes A Paivio Psychology
imagery, verbal processes, and second - jalt publications - imagery, verbal processes, and second
language learning jameswy arizona state university it has long been theorized that imagery underlies many
verbal processesthough this hypothesis is not without controversy, it is supported by connectionist theories
imagination in story reading: the role of imagery, verbal ... - that is, imagery and verbal processes are
basically separate processes that integrate in the full reading experience. the purpose of this study was to
further these findings through an intensive analysis of imagery and verbal variables in the reading of a
complete literary work. the role of imagery in information processing: review and ... - as verbal
retrieval, cognitive responding, and verbal en-coding) is more detached from internal sensor>- expe-riences.
the absence of sensory dimensions of infor-mation in working memory- makes these discursive processes less
concrete (more abstract) than imagery processes. moreover, unlike discursive processing, im- individual
differences in imaginal and verbal information ... - control, and the visual imagery scale of imaginal
processes inventory (ipi). eeg and eog measures were recorded during the omr, and lateral , i 2 eye movement
was taken as an indication of activation in the cerebral hemisphere contralateral to the direction of eye
movement. ... the verbal mode processes informa ... vol. psychological review - semantic scholar significance of nonverbal imagery and verbal 265]." as manifested in the "wax tablet" processes in associative
meaning, mediation, model of memory, imagery was the prototype and memory. as every psychologist knows,
of stimulus trace theories (gomulicki, 1953) imagery once played a prominent role in the and, as associative
imagery, it was assumed concreteness and imagery effects in the written ... - suggested that imagery as
well as verbal processes might be involved in the composition of text, implicating concreteness as a semantic
factor in composing (flower & hayes, 1984; sadoski, 1992). in an empirical study, tirre, manelis, and leicht
(1979)assigned undergraduates to use either a verbal or an imagery strategy in reading concrete and ...
logical reasoning, world knowledge, and mental imagery ... - logical reasoning, world knowledge, and
mental imagery: interconnections in cognitive processes catherine a. clement and rachel joffe falmagne clark
university, worcester, massachusetts to better understand the role ofproblem content in verbal reasoning, the
effect oftwo aspects ofproblem representation on conditional reasoning was examined. vsual versus i verbal
thinking and dual‑process moral ... - processes in moral judgment and decision making. next, we discuss
the distinctive features of visual versus verbal processing, then present a set of related hypotheses concerning the respective influences of visual and verbal thinking on moral judgment, fol - lowed by evidence
indicating a special con-nection between visual imagery and deon- dual coding theory and education csuchico - of dynamic associative processes that operate on a rich network of modality- specific verbal and
nonverbal (or imagery) representations. we first describe the underlying premises of the theory and then show
how the basic dct mechanisms can be used to model diverse educational phenomena. ... uncovering
properties of visual imagery and verbal association - imagery was found to produce heightened gsr
activity, more primary process, more direct representation of drives, and less effective defense. the superiority
of visual imagery over verbal association as an uncovering technique was attributed to the relative ease with
which unconscious processes can influence imagery. imagery and verbal mediation instructions in
paired ... - imagery and verbal processes as asso-ciative reactions. abstract terms, on the other hand, derive
their meaning more consistently through intraverbal experience and are more likely to arouse verbal
associative processes rather than imagery. the theory has been supported by latency data. yuille and paivio
(1967) asked 5s to press beyond pictures and words: alternative information ... - processes, since the
only mechanism available 1 this paper owes much to the insightful discus- is the ... learning, they argued that
both imagery and verbal dual coding theory and education - início - ct - dual coding theory and education
allan paivio ... dual coding theory has its roots in the practical use of imagery as a memory aid 2500 years ago
(yates, 1966). the memory emphasis evolved into broader ... abstract mental entities and processes, usually
called propositions or schemata. 4 concept formation asafunction of logical andinfralogical ... - imagery
and verbal processes as mediators for concept formation. literature while the two-process theory of meaning
and media-tion developed by paivio (1969) has received most attention in analyses of associative strategies in
paired-associate (pa) learning, and of mediational latencies within stimulus
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